Guernsey Electronic Manifest System (GEMS)
Import Declarations – Business Users
As from 1st January 2021, when goods are imported into the Bailiwick of Guernsey directly from a country other than the UK, Jersey or Isle of
Man, or if the goods are classified as being ‘in transit’ through one of these countries and have not attained customs clearance in that jurisdiction,
an electronic import declaration must be submitted via the Guernsey Electronic Manifest System (GEMS).

Upon leaving the European Union (EU), all products that are being imported directly from an EU country will now require an import declaration
to be completed. This declaration will require all individual items in a consignment to be declared and a unique Commodity Code for each specific
item provided. This declaration can be made either before or after the goods arrive into the Bailiwick. Currently, the standard option for most
business users will be to complete the declaration after the item is manifested, using its specific Consignment Line Code (CLC) that is generated
by GEMS. If a business desired to do so, creating a ‘Voluntary Declaration’ prior to the goods arrival will potentially clear those items immediately
upon their arrival. However, this is dependent on all Customs conditions being successfully met; such as potentially providing licences, or either
any duties being paid or ‘deferred’ by those business with a financial account with Guernsey Customs.
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Your GEMS Account
Firstly, open http://gems.gov.gg/ and sign in to your account using your personal user log in and password.

If a consignment has already arrived in the Bailiwick and has been matched to your account, it will appear on your home screen.
Should the goods have arrived and not be matched to your account, you can add these items to your account using the ‘Add
Consignment to this Account’ option. However, you must first obtain the unique Consignment Line Code (CLC) from your shipper.

If your goods have not yet arrived, or if you wish to declare in advance, this can be done via a ‘Voluntary Declaration.’
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)
1. Select the relevant consignment that you wish to declare by clicking on the CLC.
 Anything blue and underlined is a hyperlink and you will be able to open or select this action.

2. Firstly, check that this is the correct consignment that you wish to declare, and if it is, select ‘Declare’ in the options box to begin your
declaration.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)
3. Once opened you can begin declaring your goods. Clicking on any specific line will open that entire line for editing. We can see below
image that there is a CLC and a description of goods, this has come from the shippers manifest. The red ‘x’ is to delete and the note
pad and pencil is to open the line to edit.

4. The top line of a CLC declaration must be opened in order to add the freight charge for the entire consignment. Once opened, select
‘Change’ to open the freight declaration box. This should either be a monetary value, or ‘inclusive’.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

5. Select the edit icon, or click on the desired line to begin your declaration. The first box is for you to declare the country of origin of the
goods.
 Clicking on the blue arrow will open the country list, you can scrawl down the list to the desired country, or either type the two
letter country code or the full name of the country to make the selection quicker.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

6. The next section is the goods classification field for GEMS. Selecting the blue box with several dots in it will open up the selection box.
This is where you select an appropriate description for either ‘alcohol’, ‘tobacco’, ‘hydrocarbon fuel’ or ‘other.’
 When either of the first three options are selected GEMS will ask for further clarification of the goods, as can be seen below, and
this is so that GEMS can apply the correct duty amount to your consignment.
 ‘Other Goods’ should be selected for all other goods that are not alcohol, tobacco, or fuel.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

7. Underneath the goods classification field is the description box. This is where you should state, preferably in detail, the nature of the
goods that you have imported.
 Examples of suitable descriptions are; electric folding bicycle, aquarium accessories, men’s cotton t-shirt, wireless headphones.
 Examples of non-suitable descriptions are; goods, electronics, bike, clothes, merchandise.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

8. The Customs Procedure Code (CPC) is a specific code that relates to how the goods are to be used once imported into the Customs
Territory.
 The most likely code for the majority of people to use is 4300003, as this is for goods that are being cleared into the Customs
Territory and to be used within the Customs Territory.
 If a business believes they should or desires to use another CPC, they can contact Custom at customsandexcise@gba.gov.gg or
01481 741450 to discuss in further detail.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

9. A Commodity Code is a specific number for a unique commodity. These types of number are very specific and a minor change to the
type of item may result in a different code.
 The link to the https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff can be found above the declaration.
 Commodity codes change depending on the goods; eg. A men’s suit made of wool would come under code 6203110000
whereas if it was made of synthetic fibres it would be 6203120000. An electric bicycle would classify as 8711601000 whereas a
no motorised bicycle is (depending on origin or preference documents) 8712003090.
 If you are in doubt if you have selected the correct commodity code, the UK tariff classification can be contacted at
classification.enquiries@hmrc.gov.uk
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

10. The number of Units / Items should relate to the exact number of packages.
 However, the overall unit number, on the top line, is carried over from the manifest data from your shipper.
 This may be the number of pallets of goods and may not be specific.
 In the example below, this may indicate three pallets of wine and not three cases. You should make your declaration specific.
 Eg. 21 cases of wine, 10 boxes of clothing, 1 package of sporting supplements.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

11. The value section relates to the specific value of that commodity, and can be declared in which ever currency the invoice is stated.
 If your invoice states that the items cost was £250 you can simply add in the 250 to the value and leave the currency as GBP.
 If your invoice states that the items cost was 395 Euro, 395 can be added to the value and the currency changed to EUR.
 GEMS will automatically calculate the exchange rate according to the date of arrival of the goods, and according to the listed
monthly exchange rates on https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hmrc-exchange-rates-for-2020-monthly
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

12. The Calculate Duty section is relevant to the specific GEMS Goods Classification that was previously selected.
 As shown below, the Table Wine selection will ask for additional data regarding the number of bottles per case and the bottle size,
in order to be able to calculate the number of litres that are being imported.
 Fuel will also calculate by the number of litres importer, while tobacco will ask for the weight of tobacco in kilograms.
 Goods classified as ‘Other Goods’ will use the commodity code to apply a percentage charge to the combined value of the goods
and the correct proportion of the freight cost.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

13. Each different commodity that you declare may require certain Additional Measures to be selected.
 The first scenario below has no measures on this commodity. However, some may have additional clauses in this type of screen.
Eg. A request for a heath licence to be presented, or stating that the goods require a specific import permit . . .
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)
. . . Other items may require Additional Codes in order to correctly calculate any import duty that may be due.
 In this circumstance below, the specific bike manufacture is requested because some manufactures have preferential rates due
to providing a better manufacturing quality.
 Select the correct consignor and choose Continue.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

. . . Some commodities may require the exact number of supplementary units to be added
 In the example below, the exact number of bicycles in this shipment is declared as 30.
 Also in this circumstance, there is only one Scenario that is available.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

 In this second situation, there are two scenarios available for selection.
 You must select the most accurate and relevant scenario for your goods.
 Customs Officers will check declaration, and the selected Scenarios against the invoice/s that have been provided for the goods.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

……..Tariff Preference measure

The UK has agreed a trade deal with the EU. From 1 January, goods that originate in the EU or UK*, may be eligible for preferential rates of
duty when imported into the respective countries and released to free circulation. This means they’ll be free of Customs Duty. *References to
UK includes goods that originate in the Bailiwick of Guernsey. In order for goods to be eligible for preferential rates they must meet certain
Rules of origin. In cases where the rules of origin are not met, or cannot be proven, Customs Duty may still be liable.

Further information on how to claim preferential rates of duty on goods covered in the UK's deal with the EU can be found here https://gov.gg/preferentialrates

To claim preferential rates of duty, your product must originate in the EU – please note that you may be asked to provide evidence of this to
Customs. Claims for the preferential rate of duty can be made by clicking on the appropriate tariff measure when you submit your import
declaration.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)
If the commodity code that you have entered is subject to a Tariff Preference Measure you will get a scenario like the screen shot below.

If the goods conform to Rules of Origin as outlined in the guidance, then the declarant selects the 2nd scenario. If the Rules of Origin are not
met then the declarant would pick the 1st scenario
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

14. Should you import more than one commodity, the next line can be added by using the plus arrow in the empty line beneath the one
you have just completed.

15. If a new line is added you will repeat steps 5 – 13 of the ‘Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC) section of this document.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

16. Once you have declared each individual commodity within your consignment select ‘Save and Submit’ to finish your declaration. Once
you have done this you will be required to input your personal and unique password, and select ‘Confirm’ to complete the declaration.
 NOTE: Your unique log in and individual password should be kept to yourself and not shared with other people. Your log in and
password are your legally binding electronic signature. Making a false or improper declaration to Customs is an illegal offence
under The Customs and Excise (General Provisions) (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1972 (as amended).
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

17. Once the declaration is completed GEMS will advise you if any additional information is required.
 A declaration number is automatically created, as seen below, which is the date in reverse with a specific daily number.
 In this first circumstance below, a Certificate of Origin has been requested by GEMS to ascertain the original consignor of the
bicycles from China, so that officer can proof the declaration to support or contest the selected Scenario.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)
 In the circumstance below, a Certificate of Origin has been requested by GEMS to ascertain proof of origin as tariff
preference has been selected. Officers will need to review or request supporting documentation to determine if the relief
declared can be authorised or not.

18. Upon completion of the declaration the invoice must be uploaded to that specific declaration to be checked by Customs officers.
 Select Upload Documents within the Options box.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)
19. Use the search function under Documents to find a saved digital copy of your invoice, and title as appropriate.
 The type of declaration is used when GEMS has specifically requested a form of documentation.
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Declaring goods using a Consignment Line Code (CLC)

20. Once the correct document has been found and saved to the declaration it will appear in a new section within the declaration, as
seen in the image below.
 More than one document can be added at one time to a declaration, and you should upload all relevant documentation as is
necessary for the clearance of the consignment.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

1. If the consignment has not arrived in the Bailiwick yet a ‘Voluntary Declaration’ can be made via the ‘Import Declaration’ tab at the
top of the screen.

 In all likelihood, prior to the 1st January 2021 the ‘Create Voluntary Declaration’ will be replaced by a ‘Create Declaration’ icon. This new
function will have two capabilities; firstly, to create a voluntary declaration for goods that have arrived in the Bailiwick and perhaps not
been manifested or miss-manifested, and secondly, to create a pre-declaration for goods that have been ordered but not arrived yet in
the Bailiwick.
 The Pre-Declaration functionality will require additional information to be declared, such as the estimated date of arrival, the shipping
methodology, and the likely carrier of the goods (if known). GEMS will then propose to Customs officers the most suitable match for this
pre-declaration, and will require an officer to attach your pre-declaration to the specific CLC once the goods have been manifested.
Consequently, this should be a quicker way of clearing your goods prior to their arrival. If agents have manifested their shipment correctly
in the required time frame, your items will potentially already be cleared and duty paid before they even arrive in the Bailiwick.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration
2. Select the estimated arrival date of the consignment. At this time, the arrival date can be no longer than seven days into the future.

3. Scrawl down to the ‘Declaration Lines’ to begin. Clicking anywhere on the declaration line will open that entire line for editing, or click
on the green cross.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

4. Select the edit icon, or click on the desired line to begin your declaration. The first box is for you to declare the country of origin of the
goods.
 Clicking on the blue arrow will open the country list, you can scrawl down the list to the desired country, or either type the two
letter country code or the full name of the country to make the selection quicker.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

5. The next section is the goods classification field for GEMS. Selecting the blue box with several dots in it will open up the selection box.
This is where you select an appropriate description for either ‘alcohol’, ‘tobacco’, ‘hydrocarbon fuel’ or ‘other.’
 When either of the first three options are selected GEMS will ask for further clarification of the goods, as can be seen below, and
this is so that GEMS can apply the correct duty amount to your consignment.
 ‘Other Goods’ should be selected for all other goods that are not alcohol, tobacco, or fuel.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

6. Underneath the goods classification field is the description box. This is where you should state, preferably in detail, the nature of the
goods that you have imported.
 Examples of suitable descriptions are; electric folding bicycle, aquarium accessories, men’s cotton t-shirt, wireless headphones.
 Examples of non-suitable descriptions are; goods, electronics, bike, clothes, merchandise.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

7. The Customs Procedure Code (CPC) is a specific code that relates to how the goods are to be used once imported into the Customs
Territory.
 The most likely code for the majority of people to use is 4300003, as this is for goods that are being cleared into the Customs
Territory and to be used within the Customs Territory.
 If a business believes they should or desires to use another CPC, they can contact Custom at customsandexcise@gba.gov.gg or
01481 741450 to discuss in further detail.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

8. A Commodity Code is a specific number for a unique commodity. These types of number are very specific and a minor change to the
type of item may result in a different code.
 The link to the https://www.gov.uk/trade-tariff can be found above the declaration.
 Commodity codes change depending on the goods; eg. A men’s suit made of wool would come under code 6203110000
whereas if it was made of synthetic fibres it would be 6203120000. An electric bicycle would classify as 8711601000 whereas a
no motorised bicycle is (depending on origin or preference documents) 8712003090.
 If you are in doubt if you have selected the correct commodity code, the UK tariff classification can be contacted at
classification.enquiries@hmrc.gov.uk
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

9. The number of Units / Items should relate to the exact number of packages.
 However, the overall unit number, on the top line, is carried over from the manifest data from your shipper.
 This may be the number of pallets of goods and may not be specific.
 In the example below, this may indicate three pallets of wine and not three cases. You should make your declaration specific.
 Eg. 21 cases of wine, 10 boxes of clothing, 1 package of sporting supplements.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration
10. The value section relates to the specific value of that commodity, and can be declared in which ever currency the invoice is stated.
 If your invoice states that the items cost was £250 you can simply add in the 250 to the value and leave the currency as GBP.
 If your invoice states that the items cost 395 Euro, 395 can be added to the value and the currency changed to EUR.
 GEMS will automatically calculate the exchange rate according to the date of arrival of the goods, and according to the listed
monthly exchange rates on https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hmrc-exchange-rates-for-2020-monthly
 Unlike a CLC declaration, the freight cost must now be added too, and split equally between each of your commodities.
 The simplest way to accomplish this is to divide the total freight charge (if not included) between the total monetary costs of all
of your items. This way the freight charge is split proportionately between each £ paid for your goods.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

11. The Calculate Duty section is relevant to the specific GEMS Goods Classification that was previously selected.
 As shown below, the Table Wine selection will ask for additional data regarding the number of bottles per case and the bottle size,
in order to be able to calculate the number of litres that are being imported.
 Fuel will also calculate by the number of litres importer, while tobacco will ask for the weight of tobacco in kilograms.
 Goods classified as ‘Other Goods’ will use the commodity code to apply a percentage charge to the combined value of the goods
and the correct proportion of the freight cost.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

12. Each different commodity that you declare may require certain Additional Measures to be selected.
 The first scenario below has no measures on this commodity. However, some may have additional clauses in this type of screen.
Eg. A request for a heath licence to be presented, or stating that the goods require a specific import permit . . .
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration
. . . Other items may require Additional Codes in order to correctly calculate any import duty that may be due.
 In this circumstance below, the specific bike manufacture is requested because some manufactures have preferential rates due
to providing a better manufacturing quality.
 Select the correct consignor and choose Continue.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

. . . Some commodities may require the exact number of supplementary units to be added
 In the example below, the exact number of bicycles in this shipment is declared as 30.
 Also in this circumstance, there is only one Scenario that is available.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

 In this second situation, there are two scenarios available for selection.
 You must select the most accurate and relevant scenario for your goods.
 Customs Officers will check declaration, and the selected Scenarios against the invoice/s that have been provided for the goods.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

……..Tariff Preference measure

The UK has agreed a trade deal with the EU. From 1 January, goods that originate in the EU or UK*, may be eligible for preferential rates of
duty when imported into the respective countries and released to free circulation. This means they’ll be free of Customs Duty. *References to
UK includes goods that originate in the Bailiwick of Guernsey. In order for goods to be eligible for preferential rates they must meet certain
Rules of origin. In cases where the rules of origin are not met, or cannot be proven, Customs Duty may still be liable.

Further information on how to claim preferential rates of duty on goods covered in the UK's deal with the EU can be found here https://gov.gg/preferentialrates

To claim preferential rates of duty, your product must originate in the EU – please note that you may be asked to provide evidence of this to
Customs. Claims for the preferential rate of duty can be made by clicking on the appropriate tariff measure when you submit your import
declaration.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

If the commodity code that you have entered is subject to a Tariff Preference Measure you will get a scenario like the screen shot below.

If the goods conform to Rules of Origin as outlined in the guidance, then the declarant selects the 2nd scenario. If the Rules of Origin are not
met then the declarant would pick the 1st scenario
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

13. Should you import more than one commodity, the next line can be added by using the plus arrow in the empty line beneath the one
you have just completed.

14. If a new line is added you will repeat steps 4 – 12 of the ‘Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration’ section of this document.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration
15. Once you have declared each individual commodity within your consignment select ‘Save and Submit’ to finish your declaration. Once
you have done this you will be required to input your personal and unique password, and select ‘Confirm’ to complete the declaration.
 NOTE: Your unique log in and individual password should be kept to yourself and not shared with other people. Your log in and
password are your legally binding electronic signature. Making a false or improper declaration to Customs is an illegal offence
under The Customs and Excise (General Provisions) (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1972 (as amended).
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

16. Once the declaration is completed GEMS will advise you if any additional information is required.
 A declaration number is automatically created, as seen below, which is the date in reverse with a specific daily number.
 In this circumstance below, a Certificate of Origin has been requested by GEMS to ascertain the original consignor of the
bicycles from China, so that officer can proof the declaration to support or contest the selected Scenario.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration
 In the circumstance below, a Certificate of Origin has been requested by GEMS to ascertain proof of origin as tariff
preference has been selected. Officers will need to review or request supporting documentation to determine if the relief
declared can be authorised or not.

17. Upon completion of the declaration the invoice must be uploaded to that specific declaration to be checked by Customs officers.
 Select Upload Documents within the Options box.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration
18. Use the search function under Documents to find a saved digital copy of your invoice, and title as appropriate.
 The type of declaration is used when GEMS has specifically requested a form of documentation.
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Declaring goods by Voluntary Declaration

19. Once the correct document has been found and saved to the declaration it will appear in a new section within the declaration, as
seen in the image below.
 More than one document can be added at one time to a declaration, and you should upload all relevant documentation as is
necessary for the clearance of the consignment.

20. If a ‘Voluntary Declaration’ has been completed for goods that have not yet arrived into the Bailiwick, when the goods arrive and a
CLC is matched to your account, you must add a comment to that CLC stating that the goods have been previously cleared and state
the declaration number. Once this can be verified by an officer the detained consignment will be removed from your account.
 When the Pre-Declaration functionality is implemented it will remove the need for this step.
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Further advice about Brexit or government matters can be found at
www.gov.gg

For specific enquiries of further assistance with Customs and Excise
matters,

please

contact

customsandexcise@gba.gov.gg

or

telephone 01481 741450

0800 318 318
Confidential Drugline
Call anonymously with any information on drug trafficking
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